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Dear Editors:

Please note that the following changes have been made in the manuscript with this submission:

(1) First author’s middle initial added to title page: Kathryn M. Rost
(2) After the heading “Increasing employer capacity to purchase,” the words in parentheses and the parentheses have been deleted: (small letters for consistency)
(3) In the authors’ contribution section, two words have been added: “have read and given final approval”
(4) The date in reference 7 has been corrected: “1999”
(5) Track changes from editor have been accepted in Figure 3
(6) Reference 32 has been updated to reflect the new URL: http://rost.med.fsu.edu. Please note that previously the internet link to this site had failed and it is currently being repaired.

The abstract in the system has been revised to reflect later edits in the manuscript, additional files have been deleted, and instructions for placement of figure titles and legends in text have been carried out.

Thank you for your help.

Kathryn Rost